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Normal and separable algebraic extensions of abelian groups have been defined in a manner similar to that of the field theory. In this paper it is shown that if N is a normal algebraic extension of the torsion group K = ΣK P9 where the p-components K p of K are cyclic or divisible, and if G is the group of iΓ-automorphisms of N, then there is a family {G B } E ex of subgroups of G such that {G, {G B } E ex, N} is a field formation. 
The following are proved in [6] :
be a normal and separable extension of K in D and let E(ΦN) be an extension of K in N. E is a normal extension of K if and only if A E (N) is a normal subgroup of A K {N) and then
A K {E) ~ A κ {N)jA E {N) .
II (THEOREM 11). // G r is a closed subgroup of G (in the topology defined below) and E -N G \ then G' -A B (N).
We now state the Proof. Since K is a torsion group, it follows (page 54 of [6] ) that N is a separable extension of K. G is the complete direct product of the groups A Kp {N p ) which are abelian, being cyclic if N p is cyclic or being isomorphic to a subgroup of the multiplicative group of p-adic units of N p = D p = Z{p°°) and K p is cyclic.
Let £f be the class of groups L such that K £ L S iV and if iΓp is cyclic while iV^ = D^ then L p is cyclic. Topologize G by taking as a filter base for the neighborhoods of 0 all groups 
D. For each x e N, Γ(x) = {y(x) | 7 e G} is one of the G# with
Proof of D. {K, x}, the group generated by K and a?, is in X For if Y eiG [κ , x} then Y(x) = 7(#); but there are only finitely many members of Γ(x) since there are only finitely many elements of N which are not in K and have the same order as x. So G [KyX] is of finite index. Also, G {KfX} S Γ(x) S G. So by J5, Γ(x) is one of the G E with £ e l Statements A thru D establish that {G, {G E } E <z x , N} is a formation [5] . It remains to be proved that if G F £ G E for ^ and ί 7 in X, then H\FjE) = iΓ^F), ί 7 ) -0. The proof will be established first for cyclic p-groups (p Φ 2). The following lemma will facilitate this proof. The proof of the lemma will be found below. To complete the proof of the theorem, let E and F be in X such that G F SG E , i.e., F/E is a Galois extension. Then by Theorem 10.1 of [2] H\FjE) p -H\A Ep (F p 
